
 Amalia Hotel Delphi

 Type : Hotel

 Rating : 4 Star

 Location : Delphi

Description

The Amalia Hotel Delphi has an exquisite location at the foot of mount Parnassus offering panoramic views of the Green Valley, all the way
to the sea, Itea and the beautiful town of Galaxidi. The ancient Greeks believed that Delphi was the centre of the earth. Something abiding to
this day, considering that UNESCO has proclaimed the Sacred Precinct part of the World Cultural Heritage. The massive crags of

Faedriádes rise above the verdant valley, where the largest olive grove in Greece is to be found. Guests can relax at the lobby lounge beside the cozy

fireplace and admire the breathtaking view of the Delphian scenery. One level down, the restaurant overlooks the valley and the pool, surrounded by the green gardens. A rich

American buffet breakfast is served here. Guests can visit the Temple of Apollo and the surrounding memorials, the Stadium, the Theatre, the
Marmaria, the Castalian Spring, the Old Temple of Athena, and the renovated Museum, all located just minutes away.

General Amenities

24 Hour Reception Desk
Baby Sitting
Business Centre
Doctor
Lobby Bar
Pool
Restaurant
Room Service
Terrace
Tour desk

Rooms

Classic Room Room Amenities Description

Balcony
Air Conditioning
Queen
Country View

The Hotel offers 180 comfortable guestrooms spread in four wings over four
levels. All guest rooms have natural light, through windows, terraces or balconies,
are fully air-conditioned or heated depending on the season and are equipped with
all necessary facilities. The general feeling is modest elegance in white and grey



Shower
Bathtub
Wifi
Satellite TV
Room Service
In Room Safe
Hairdryer
Mini fridge
Doctor
Desk
Telephone

with upholstery in bright colors. Most of the rooms offer impressive views to the
valley and the sea and some to the internal gardens.
The Classic guest rooms are located on all four levels, are mostly Twin bedded
and some have one King size bed. The ground floor guest rooms open to a
terrace facing the gardens and the rest offer balcony with view to the gardens or
the sea. All rooms can accommodate a roll away bed for a third person and are
suitable for physically disabled persons.

 

Standard Room Room Amenities Description

Pricing Availability

Please contact us today by either phone or email for pricing and we will be happy to assist you in achieving the best possible pricing for
this package!

Email : info@landofthegods.com

Phone : 1-866-924-8259
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